Now you can submit a BCRS Community Science Report from anywhere at anytime!

- Go to visitbeaches.org, or download the BCRS app from the App Store or Google Play Store
- Click on the 'Pencil' Icon to create a report
- Sign in with Google, Facebook, or Apple

It’s as easy as 1-2-3

1) Choose the appropriate conditions category/layer for your report (e.g. Report Red Tide)
2) Choose the specific condition you would like to report (e.g. Dead Fish)
3) Select your answer to the question about the condition you are reporting

View and verify other Community Science Reports

- Using the 'Layers' Icon, select the desired Community Science layer, then click 'Search This Area'
- Community Reports are indicated by coral-color tabs
- View and verify other reports made in your area

Community science (aka citizen science) is a collective effort between community members and scientists to perform scientific research. Anyone, anywhere can become a community scientist anytime!

The Beach Conditions Reporting System (BCRS) is a volunteer- and community-based program in which trained volunteers (Beach Ambassadors) and members of the community (Community Scientists) contribute to the collection of real time and near-real time beach conditions data. This data is available to the public in an effort to protect public health and enhance beachgoer experience.